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You may find the
cowl has a few
unwantedcooling
slots after
conversion
although
replacements are

sometimes
available.

with that and we will be looking for a power

system with around gsoW, this gives us a

ball-park figure to design around.

LET'S TALK BATTERIES
Having established the amount of power we

need the next step is to select the battery.

There are a number of reasons why we start
with the battery. The first is technical;
selecting the battery fixes the voltage and

we need that early because it governs a

number of other choices. Secondly, the
model's physical parameters will limit the
battery weight and size-we need to get this
factor into the decision mal<ingvery early
on. Finally, on a pragmaticfront, batteries
are expensive and so, i n real ity, the sel ection

may actually be determined by what we

already have.

Electrical power is equal to the current (in

amps) multiplied by voltage. So we can do a

lirtle mathematical modelling here. We

need 8so watts for our Piper Cub and let's

suppose we want to use a (+-cell) +S battery.
The nominal voltage of that is r4.8V and
this voltage times the current will have to
equal 85o watts. Another way of sayi n g that
is that 85o watts, divided by r+.8V gives us

the current that would be needed. Doing
that division gives us 54 amps.

We can do this calculation for batteries

all the way from zS up to 8S, as shown in

table z.

We can use this table to eliminate a few
possibilities. As a general guideline it's a
good idea to try keep the current below 5oA

or so if possible. This means it would be best

to forget about using a zS or 35 battery, the
resulting current needed to give us the
power we want would be too high.

Similarly motors and ESC that can handle

batteries bigger than 65 tend to be more

expensive and raret therefore it's good ifwe
can chop-outthe 8s solution. So it's looking
like our powersystem is goingto be based

around a 45, a 55 or a 55 battery. The
quest;on is, which one?

lf you are working with a blank sheet
with no existing batteries to take into
account then it comes down to capacity.

Let's loo k at the 45 possi bi I ity; the data i n

table z tells us that this will need to deliver

54A at peak power-ie. fullthrottle. We

won't fly at full throttle all the time, so let's

estimate the average current draw during
the flight at 50% of this maximum - i.e.

The Eagle uses 8S (z

x 4ooomAh 45) LiPo

powerthat
generates just shorc
oftoooW and35A
to haul the g.slb

airframe around.

A hatch is essential
for convenient
battery changing,
removing the wing
after every flight is

no fun at all.

Table z

BATTERY NO^,l. VOLTAOE POWER REQ. CURRENT NEEDED

2s 7.4 850 115

3s 11 .1 850 n
4s 14.8 850 54

5s 18.5 850 46

6s 22.2 850 38

8s 29.6 850 28
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